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Synthesis of Fault-Tolerant Supervisor for Automated Manufacturing Systems: A Case Study on Photolithographic Process
Kwang-Hyun Cho and Jong-Tae Lim Abstract-In this paper, a discrete event dynamic system (DEDS) approach is utilized to improve the reliability of a system from the faulttolerance viewpoint. We propose a systematic way to classify faults and failures quantitatively and to find tolerable fault event sequences embedded in DEDS's. After this, the synthesis of a fault-tolerant supervisory control system is investigated. A case study of a photolithographic process in a semiconductor manufacturing system is provided to illustrate these techniques. aug-event Event augmented with its originating state.
Index Terms-

I. INTRODUCTION
In [1] , the unexpected changes in a system are classified into "faults" and "failures," qualitatively. A fault is understood as an unexpected change in the system that tends to degrade the overall system performance, although it may not represent the failure of physical components. The term fault rather than failure is used to denote a malfunction rather than a total breakdown. The term failure suggests a complete breakdown of a system component or function, whereas the term fault may be used to indicate that a malfunction is present but it may be tolerable. However, there exists no clear and quantitative classification at this time. Recently, a discrete event dynamic system (DEDS) framework was employed to deal with diagnostic problems in [2] and [3] where the fault detection and isolation problems are addressed. Therefore, we propose in this paper a DEDS approach to the problems of failure analysis and fault-tolerant supervisory control. We adopt the framework proposed by Ramadge and Wonham [4] for the study of fault-tolerant supervisory control systems. In supervisory control, DEDS's are modeled by finite-state automata, and their behaviors described by the associated formal languages; control is exercised by a supervisor, whose control action is to enable or disable the controllable events. The control objective is to have a closed loop system, so that the event trajectory in this system is always in a given set of desired strings of events. See [4] , [5] for a synopsis of the framework and some of the principal results. The proposed approach to failure analysis and fault-tolerant supervisory control is twofold: doing failure analysis on the discrete event model (DEM) of the system followed by construction of the fault-tolerant supervisor. The DEM that we develop captures both the normal and the failed behavior of the system. The failures are modeled as abnormal events with their associated states. Throughout the rest of this paper, it is assumed that a supervisor can record all the state transitions and events generated by the plant.
The paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section, we give some notation. In Section II, we present the quantitative definitions of faults and failures with their classification algorithm and study the synthesis of the fault-tolerant supervisor. In Section III, the case study of a photolithographic process in a semiconductor manufacturing system is provided. Finally, the conclusions are formulated in Section IV.
II. FAULT-TOLERANT SUPERVISION
A. Failure Analysis
In this section, the quantitative definitions of faults and failures are presented and the classification algorithm is developed on the basis of failure analysis.
Any unpredictable changes in the system can be described as the set of abnormal events which are uncontrollable and unexpected during the normal operating mode. Let 6 an be the set of abnormal events and 6n be the set of normal events. The set 6an is a subset of 6 uc , the set of uncontrollable events, and the total set of events 6 can be partitioned as 6 = 6 c _ [6 uc = 6 n _
[6 an where 6 c is the set of controllable events. Then, 6an can be further partitioned by the set of fault and failure events defined in the following with their originating states. If any aug-event is recurrent, it denotes that the future behavior of the corresponding post language can be recurred to the marker state by applying certain external control actions. The quantitative definitions of fault and failure are presented in the following based upon this property.
Definition 2:
The aug-event ( f ; q f ) with f 2 6an is a "fault w.r.t. Qm" and f is called a "fault event" if there exists at least one event string s 2 L= f := ft 2 6 3 j f t 2 Lg such that f s leads to the marker states set Qm and for each aug-event (si; qi) of s = s 1 s 2 111 s n , any 2 A(q i ) 0 fs i g for all s i corresponding to q i belongs to 6 c or it is a recurrent event w.r.t. the Q m , otherwise, ( f ; q f ) is a "failure w.r.t. Qm" and f is called a "failure event,"
respectively.
Next, we introduce an index function to classify faults and failures quantitatively. The value of index function for each state of a given DEDS can be derived from the following algorithm.
Algorithm (Assigning Index Functions):
Step 1: For qm 2 Qm, let Im(qm) = 1. The following proposition provides a systematic way to classify faults and failures using the index function.
Proposition 1:
The aug-event (; q) with 2 6an is a fault w.r.t. 
B. Fault-Tolerant Supervisor
In this section, the synthesis of fault-tolerant supervisor is investigated upon the previous failure analysis results.
In case some abnormal events occur during the work process, if we can still find another event sequence which can reach the marker state or if we can eliminate the path to the abnormal events, then the work procedure is called fault-tolerable.
Definition 4: The event sequence which consists of normal events or fault events and which drives the initial state to the marker state is called a "tolerable fault event sequence (TFES)" if, for each normal event, all the possible events following the corresponding states belong to 6c or other recurrent events. The fault-tolerable property can be characterized by the existence of a TFES upon the notion of the TFES and the nature of recurrence as follows.
Definition 5:
The given DEDS G is "fault-tolerable w.r.t. Qm" if there exists at least one TFES w.r.t. Q m .
It can be easily determined whether a given DEDS is fault-tolerable or not using the index function, in the following. If TFES's were found, the system can be controlled to evolve along the TFES's through the supervisor if they are achievable (i.e., controllable and observable [4] ). The supervisor is designed on the basis of recognizer for L g which is interpreted as legal language [4] .
In this case, let Lc(S=G) = Lg = K := fTFESsg Lm(G). Since any TFES is controllable from its definition, K is achievable. If K
is not achievable then we should reformulate it, e.g., by computing the supremal normal sublanguage [6] from the TFES's. Therefore, if we find achievable TFES's, then the supervised fault-tolerant system can be easily constructed on them.
Definition 6:
The overall supervised system S=G of the faulttolerable plant G w.r.t. Q m with supervisor S is "fault-tolerant w.r.t. Q m " if L c (S=G) = fTFES's w.r.t. Q m g.
Note that the proposed scheme is developed on the basis of a DEM which is essentially a state-based model. 
III. A CASE STUDY OF A SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING SYSTEM: THE PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC PROCESS
In this section, we illustrate the proposed failure analysis scheme and study the synthesis of fault-tolerant supervisor, by considering the example of the photolithographic process. Photolithography is a process transferring the patterns of windows in masks to the surface of the silicon wafer. This is a primary process for modern VLSI circuit fabrication in many steps of the manufacturing processes [7] . To meet high precision and to ensure high reliability, it is required to minimize any unscheduled down-time of the equipment in the system. Thus, an analytical tool for failure analysis and fault-tolerant system synthesis is crucial in this case. Despite its widespread use, photolithography remains a poorly understood operation; moreover, it is prohibitively difficult to obtain its accurate mathematical model. However, the photolithographic process is suited to be analyzed in a DEDS framework and we apply our results to the analysis and improvement of photolithography operation.
Photolithography encompasses all the steps involved in transferring a pattern from a mask to the surface of the silicon wafer. Among those, the major steps including mask alignment and photoresist exposure are done in a piece of equipment called a "stepper." Fig. 1 illustrates the overall features of the stepper system. The main control objective is to align a wafer and a reticle (also called a mask) such that there is no patterning error due to misalignment.
For alignment, the wafer stage and the reticle stage should be shifted consistently in the X; Y -direction. Consider the alignment part of stepper system in Fig. 1 . Suppose that the reticle stage and the wafer stage of this system are subject to the abnormal events which cause them to be overshifted. The overshift of the reticle stage can be complemented by undershifting the wafer stage in the corresponding direction. Fig. 2 illustrates the component models. In well as an abnormal event, overshift wafer to X (OSW X ). Its states comprise wafer stage ready (WSR), wafer aligned in X ; Set in Y (WAX; SY ), wafer aligned in X ; undershifted in Y (WAX; USY ), wafer aligned in X ; aligned in Y (WAX; AY ), wafer set in X ; aligned in Y (WSX; AY ), and wafer overshifted in X ; aligned in Y (WOSX; AY ). The DEM of the overall system is obtained through parallel composition [8] and is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In Figs. 2 and  3 , the solid lines in the transitions represent the controllable normal events and the dashed lines represent the uncontrollable abnormal events.
The composed states and their contents are shown in Table I . In this case, the initial state is 1 and the marker states are 15 and 22 w.r.t. the control objective. The index function values of each state are also shown in Table I . From these, all those abnormal events with their starting states can be classified into the faults and failures, and the TFES's are found according to their definitions. That is, we know that the aug-events with I m (q) = 1 such as (OSR Y ,7), (OSR Y ,9), etc. are faults and the other aug-events with I m (q) = 0 such as (OSW X , 5), (OSR Y , 11), etc. are failures.
From Proposition 2, this system turns out to be fault-tolerable. Let the TFES's be the legal language K . Hence, Furthermore S is complete w.r.t. G and it is also a quotient supervisor [4] .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied the failure analysis and the fault-tolerant supervisor synthesis issues from the DEDS perspective. This paper has dealt with the problems of analyzing DEDS's to classify faults and failures quantitatively and to find TFES's embedded in the system. Then, a fault-tolerant supervisory control along the TFES's was derived upon the failure analysis results. The emphasis has been on the case study of the photolithographic process demonstrating the proposed approach.
